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Spring Dilly Dallying To Be Done At Fort Winthrop
Entire Cadet Corps Mourns As Brutal
Murder Of Oscar Is Uncovered In Room
Famed Character
All Flushed Up
The corps mourned last Saturday morning when the lifeless form
of Oscar, for more than a decade
the most notorious character at
Klemson, was found lying by the
locker in his room, with a crimson
daggers jierced through his pure
heart.
It was
terrifying sight that
greeted Oscar's ole ladies as they
wandered into their room about
nine o'clock Saturday morning
from a refreshing all-night Muscle Ball late date. There in .the
crimson
drearyness of his own
blood lay the lifeless form of their
ole lady.
Facts about the moider were
scare, but rumors, as usual, were
in abundance. The most authentic story about the slaying charged Crawmight Lawton, and Jascould Harrison, with the crime.
The facts of Jhe acusation or
these two notorious gangmen are
not clear. But it is reported that,
after brooding i nthe latrine of the
barn all Friday night when they
learned that they were again publicized in Oscar's famous column,
they barged
into his room, demanded that he retract the statements, and rove the blade through
his upper abdomen when he refused.
.,
It has also leaked out that the
deceased Oscar was the Hewould
Vamp Sampson of a refusee student of Anderson, Germany.
At present Crawmight, and Jacould. are being held in Kunnel
Kan (of the veddy corny Kobbs)
Kobb's prison in the eight barracks under bail of $21,329, 14 1-4.
And all is gloom in Kunnel Kobbs
prison. Said the prisoners, "Dis is
torture We'd rather face the hot
seat. De Boss will spring us. Just
wait. It is rumored that Saul Nelson is the Boss."
TIE PARTY
In the meantime, tensions is
reaching a breaking point in barracks. The CDAers and their KKK
affiliates have threatened a. necktie party for the alleged slayers,
and it is sure that if this group
of hoodlooms does not dispose of
the murderers, the law will.
Immediately following the finding the carcass of Oscar the editors of the Tiger R ag announced that his polumn will be continued. His son, Oscar Junior, has
inherited the crown and will take
over the corner in the next issue
of the sheet.
LAST STATEMENT
The Oscar
column which appears on this page today is the
last mystery of- the now deceased
Oscar. It is rumored that the
management of the paper found
Oscar near eternity's door and, as
his life ebbed out, hastily took this
last column of scandal.
Oscar's last request was that his
assissins should receive no leniency from his successor. Oscar
Junior pledged himself to this request and has promised to keep
Saul Nelson, Bo-rar Kobb, Willie
Roads and others on the straight
and narrow.
Funeral services for Oscar were
held at twelve o'clock
midnight
last Saturday immediately after
the last dance of Muscle Ball.
Dance week-end dates, and musclemen stood stiff as the bugles of
George Donnette's henchmen
sounded Taps in the still of the
peathick midnight.

The following item was taken
from the Citadel Hound:
"We, the caydets of the
Kidetal have agreed to bathe
at least once a week from now
on in cooperation with the National Cleaning week, March 78."

Glamour Is To
Be The Thing

Suction Members
Resign Stooges;
Charge No Split
Junior members of Clemson's
Central Dance Association today
threatened resignation, accusing
Prexy Sorry McHound of cutting
down on junior grafting privileges.
Willie P. McAllister, co-ship-aman, told the Tiger that the "silly
looking Scotchman had made it
impossible for him to earn more
than 20 or 30 dollars a week." Willie P. claimed that under the present set-up, he would be unable to
persuade the Big Ten of his military efficiency.
McTavish was not at all disturbed by the rebellion. "I'm making
enough this year to set myself up
in business," said the dance afartory, "why should I worry. Besides,
the high-priced bands which have
played here this season have cost
us at least one-eighth of our receipts."
Sorry said that as long as he was
in charge of gypping jitterbugs at
Clemson, that he would limit the
juniors to less than 300 dollars per
year.
OSCAR IS DEAD—His cold lifeless body lying
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THERE HE LIES WERE HE
LONGED TO BE UNDER
THE DIRT (left) The Grave
of Oscar. Top is the burial
party for Oscar. Shown are,
among ethers, in the weeping line, McWooten, Studmire,
Bloat Bent, and Papa Joseph
Sherman (of
the
Raiding
Shermans). Among the others
are some of the sons-of Oscar.

Lever, Simmons
Editors Of Key
And Ag Almanac
J. J. Simmons and Mitchell
Lever, cohorts, in the publicacation of
the Tiger, "Clemson most interesting newspaper", have been chosen as editors of the Agrarian and Blue
Key Director, respectively.
The boys in accepting1 their
new positions said; "IS we
can put the Tiger out Every
Thursday for eight years consecutively without missing an
issue, we can sho git these
semi-centenial publications out
on time."

Convertables To
Take Place Of
Rifles And Arms

We Are Happy To
Cooperate With
Health Officers,
Citadel Corpse Says

Block C Ring
Rises Up And
Does Growling

Padvo Carlson, Arch. '39,
is
draftsman with Storrett Bros,
and Eken of Brooklyn, N. Y. His
present work is on the plans for
a 32 story addition to the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
building.

Bruce K, Jones, Arch. '24, a
representative of| the Public Buildings Administration, was supervising architect on the new Post
Office and Courthouse 'at Harrisonburg, Va.

Initiates of the Block "C" Club,
after long deliberation, have decid3d to go' on a stand-up strike
in protest of and because of the
various pep meetings called for the
initiates in front of the Jew Shop.
Said Stilson Rump, ring leader of
the mob, "After due consideration
for all parties concerned, we feel
that it behooves us to make this
move especially since it is physically
impossible for us to sit down anyway." Little Rock, another of the
mobsters, remarked, "Who do dem
guys tink dey are. We'll show 'em
who's de boss".

Chief Silly Sot.
Takes ZurBurg;
Arson Charge
By H. W. HOLLIS
Chief "Silly" Sotilli of the military police today announced the
arrest of Professor F. W. Firewater
ZurBurg of the chemistry school
for attempted arson, in a statement to the press, Professor ZurBurg said, "I was annoyed so I attempted to burn the chemistry
building early Monday morning".
Continuing, the professor said that
his deed was brought about as a
result of the previous night. He
and Bill Lippincot, another so-called chemistry professor, were running off a charge of mountain
dew, of which Bill had been imbibing quite frequently, but due to
the many drafts which circulate
through the old building, the
burner pn the still went out repeatedly. Because he could not
complete his experiment, ZurBurg
set the building on fire and left
with Bill.
The flame was discovered early
the next morning by one of the
Chief's secret operatives who immediately put out the flame. Chief
Sotilli, with a marvelous power of
deduction, connected ZurBurg with
the crime by the presence of an
unfinished western story manuscript that had dropped out of the
professor's pocket in the rush to
get out of the burning building. As
it is generally known, Mr. ZurBurg
is a writer of great renown. He admitted his guilt.
This morning ZurBurg said,
"Nothing can come in between me
and my science."
Dr. H. L. Hunter, another one
of them chemistry bums, said,
"Should the building have been
burned, ZurBurg would have rendered a great service to the college."
The trial is set for Saturday.
Chief sotilli said that Lippincott
was exonorated because he was
drunk.

CHANGED BAND
The band has found a new position on Bowman Field—30 feet to
the left of the cadet colonel. The
position they have located is 2nd
batillion of the first regiment to
increase its echo ability with the
old textile building. The band can
play one march and the echo will
play another, therefore the band
can rest while the echo plays.

MANEAUVERS SPONSORS—Above are shown the glamorous
sponsors of the annual spring maneauvers which are to be held
at Fort Winthrop, somewhere in Rock Hill, Germany. The cutie
is Sweetheart Bargain, and the pickle puss is Alexander Graham
Demarques, of Carolina.

—that "Pink" Eve's ".Y" Roulette that "Shad" at least furnish handgame has definitely put him out kerchiefs for red eyes.
in front of the C. D. A. racketeers.
—oscar says—
—that "Fhil" Fairey has already
—-oscar says—
—that "Deacon" McGinty and purchased his boots for next year
his parish priest "Fonky" Harrison and is breaking them in walking
were recntly observed holding pray- over to see "Tappo" Wray's Fier meeting in that, downtown gam- ancee.
bling joint.
-—oscar says—
- —that Bill Boutpn has finally
—^osear" says—
—that "Dictator" Littlejohn has been allowed to go in the front
threatened his nibs Alexis with a door of his girl's home—McKeown
staff purge that will leave only uses the back, door; to go out.
—osear says—
"Powder Horn" Owen in officce.
—"Louie" Cason announced this
—osear says— .
;
—that the most beautiful thing week that he has been named
at the Athletic Brawl last week Clemsons' representative for the
was Stoudmire being carried away Schenley Co. for the week-ends
of Jr.-Sr. Taps and Finals—he will
by the "Strong Arm" M. P.'s.
appreciate your patronage.
—oscar says—
—oscar says—
—that "Ecstasy" Clark and "Big
—that Captain "Punchy" DriesJob" Sharpe are announcing their
engagments shortly
to
"Black bach has challenged all comers for
Sheep" McLeod and Soph. "Rough the favor of the new main building Queen.
House" Henry respectively.
—oscar says—

—that Ken Burdette was quite
surprised when he woke up in the
Guest Room last Thursday morning 'cause he definitely remembered going to bed in Calhoun's best
gutter.
—oscar says—

—that "Sieg" Holmes recently resigned his Pershing Rifle post so
that he could spend more of his
time teaching a Liberty
school
teacher the "why" and "wherefores" of how to be happy' tho'
famous.

of the floor, upon -which the bands
will play all at the same time. The
'bands to be present will be Men
Gliller, Genny Boodman, and Crob
Bosby. Dancing' will begin about
eight o'clock, immediately after the
serving of a huge seven course dinner. The dancing will last just
as long as you can hold out. A
block ticket will not be needed,
as there will be no stop in the
music whatsoever. The festivities
will begin friday at 6, «nd will conclude with the serving of a early

Sunday morning breakfast.
Harry Mc owe-everybody, president of the censored dance association, modestly issued the following
statement, which had to be farely
forced out of him.
"This is the best dance I have
ever put on, and I think this rates
me the best CDA president ever to
come to Clemson. In fact, I think
it rates me as an outstanding member of the student body! I did all
the work, I supervised all the build-

—pscar says — ■ •

has
rundark
wonfinal
-

—that Mary Lyllah,. of. WC.UNC,
is about the best booster the Tiger
has, and Simmons is blown up
about it, too.

Swear Signs To
Make Funny Films
With Collossal

—oscar says—

By JASIN CHAPINDY, EDITOR
Professor R. E. Swear, head
frog slaughterer of the biology
department,
has signed a con—oscar says—?
tract with
Super Collossal
—that if "Ladies Man"
Liler,
iilms ink. Ware will have the
doesn't stay away from his girl he's
title role of Willie Frog in a
gonna expose the . promises
the
new series of animated carColonel has made in regard to next
—oscar says—
toons. Swear will suspend work
years "Big Fifteen".
—that
Billy
Salley
has
finally
on his latest book, The Love
—oscar says—
Life of the Amoeba," and will
—that the Grill and
George's obtained parental permission to act
soon leave for Hollywood. It is
cafe have informed him that the as gardian unti lshe. grows up.
also rumored that Swear's deeats are all on the house the da"y
parture is most timely as the
—that "Doc" Taylor has sucthis issue is published. — Hurry
S. P. C. A. has sworn out a
cumbed after all these years—The
Boys. warrent for his arrest for the
wedding will be in June.
—oscar says—
—oscar savs—
murder of poor innocent frogs.
—that Henry Chitty would make
—that "big hugh" is giving the
Jimmy Foodler, Hollywood
some woman a good husband—if Junior class a going away party
film critic, has announced that
you don't believe it; ask Henry.
the first week-end in May—and
he will grade Swear's Cine—oscar says—
he's gonna furnish the gals' too.
matic endeavors on the basis
—That Holtzendorff and Co." has
—oscar says—
i of plus 4,3,2,l,0,-l-2.and 3. Mr.
announced a Gigagntic sale of show
—that "Pretty Boy" Lightsey is
Foodler, like Mr. Swear never
tickets for vespers in the future— really glad this yeari sm os over—
gives above a -2.
only two to a customer so hurry. so he can live in Columbia in realHollywood make-up artists
—oscar says—
ity.
are awaiting Swear with open
—that the senior class has voted
—oscar' says— j
arms for after all, make-up is
—that Buchanan may be the
Bill Wade and George McLure as
dude
but
his
date
for
the
"Aththe two most grouchy seniors in
school—and, has nominated them as letic Brawl"—Oh Babe!
—oscar says—
Pres. and V. Pres. of the Alpha—that "tea room" Knolb and
Sigma -Sigma.
Henrique "the Heel" are doing a
—oscar says—
—thatt he appearance of Shad jam-up job, but he agrees with
Bryant's wife at Athletic Brawl "little West" after all "heel" will
be here next year.
caused chaos among Bryant's fev—oscar says—
This is the damndest senior class
erent female admirers. Oscar thinks
—that Ike Grimball may be in
love but from all appearances Ike I've ever been in.—Bill Wise.
still thinks that Variety is the spice
of life.
To hell with honesty. Boys are
—oscar says—
invited to cheat in my class.
—that he knows why Gen. Holley
—Gaugh.
doesn't wear his medals anymore.
ing, and I make all the money . . . His chest sticks out so far that they
Woman—the perfect creation.
on.
that is to say I think the other just won't stay
—Taylor.
—oscar says—boys who did a little of the work
—that Bonnie Banks had better
should get some of the credit too." watch his step. The "Rock is an
You boys study too hard.
Prices for the dance are very institution around here and the Ca—Rosencrans.
modest, and within the reach of det Corps just won't stand much
every Clemson man. Just tear off more . . . P.S.—Such treatment—the
Right by bunches—Do it.
the top of one Pontiac and send idea.
—Alex Graham.
it to the CDA, with just seventy
—oscar says—
—that- Heyward Simpson's
five dollars to defer the small
Class dismissed.—Hauser.
"Friends" are all patiently waiting
printing and mailing costs.
until he gets that other demerit
Well, I'll see all you kids at the to do their heckling. But it's goPublic speaking is de bunk—Daadance. Bring your own liquor.
iel
ing to be sweet.

Three Bands Signed For Great Jive
By SOCIETY MONGER
MARSHALL
Come on all ydti jitterbugs and
you lovers of the sweet bands drop
in line too. The Censored Dance
Association has announced its plans
for a super-duper hop. There will
not be just one band, but three.
The new field house will be modestly decorated, the theme being
nightmares. The entire field house
will be illuminated with an indirect
lighting system. There will be a
huge revolving stage in the center

—oscar says—■

—that "Pussle" Seabrook
worn out three pairs of shoes
ning around the track after
during recent weeks—Oscar
ders if he realized what -the
score was.?
J

Honorable Pet Dargan, sweetheart, soul inspiration colonel, etc,
of the hole cowdet brigade, announced today that the annual
spring maneuvers of the corps will
be held on the campus of Winthrop,
a well known outpost of the well
known now-in-vogue feminine army
units somewhere in upper South
Carolina.
Ed. Note—Colonel Huggathepet
Graham, who plays second fiddle
to Dargan, is said to have full information on how to get to the
scene of maneuvers—he has been
there before.
The honorable Pet, although reluctant to discuss the matter more
fully, (there are a lot of things
I'd rather talk about with you, she
told the Tiger reporter) she insinuated that a convertible, equipped with a radio will be much
more desirable than a rifle and bayonette at the activities this spring.
Past performance has indicated
that this is true.
Said Pretty Pet in her announcement, "Because it is so much
trouble, because rifles are so heavy
to carry, because the Winthrop student -body is getting lonesome, because, because it is spring, and
because I wa.nt to see Alex, I have
decreed that the annual spring
maneuvers shall be held at Winthrop this year."
Continued Pet, *T have thought
for years that Clemson students
were not so cute carrying rifles,
anyway. They will look a lot cuter
carrying a bluskirt on.- their—SKK-, .
and it should be a lot more fun'
Besides Winthrop will like.it better."
As the Tiger reporter read the
announcement over the mess place
blabber system today the cowdets
roared their approval. One Cowdet,
one Crawford Lawton, said, "Boy,
oh boy. Just wait till I do right
shoulder arms—using a Winthrop
lass as the arm. Now ain't that
going to be fun. That's even more
fun than bustin' .people."
Another Cowdet, one G. Man McMillan, said that he would prefer
present arms to right shoulder arms
if the blue skirts are used for the
arms. "I'm a hog about the Zuzy
Q. present arms anyway, and if the
blueskirt's name is zuzy it'll be just
ducky."
Colonel HerMan Pool was somewhat doubtful of the workability
of the plan. Said He, "What will
the board of trustees say? But
whatever they say," the Colonel
continued, "They can't say very
much. Women run the world, so
why shouldn't they run the Cowdet
brigade?"

—that "Oh Johnny" Swearingin
was overheard telling a certain
Anderson Miss that the strings
down Augusta way have been severed and he was back in circulation again—to which the Coy one
replied, "I don't collect relics".
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The Tiger

Somewhere In Germany
Any Article inthis paper bearing
any resemblance to humor or
originality, either living or dead,
is purely coincidental.
Published Upon Reguest
—The Editor.
As CDAers See It

Shoot
THE

Show
By GUS CHAPIN, EDITOR

Some say that boys work their way
through school on the CDA, even support
a family at home. What's so strange about
that,—The Tap's staff does that and more,
and they don't even work.
W. I. B.
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Rumor is a vicious thing, and as a rule
The Tiger takes no stock in them. However, the very foundations of the journalistic world were shaken by the confirmation of the rumor that the CDA has gone
into bankruptsy. It seemed impossible at
first but as the facts rolled in, the grim
truth stared us in the face. It seems that
in the past few months the CDA had been
losing steadily, hardly able to make more
than a few thousand above the overhead.
With the signing of JACKSON BEERGARDEN
and his boys for Taps, at best the CDA
hopes to make but a modest three or four
grand. Faced by these facts, the CDA President, HARRY MCKOWEN filed a plea of
bankruptcy.
,
MCKOWEN'S income tax returns for this
year shows a modest prophet of sixteen
thousand dollars. Naturally it would be
asking too much of HARRY to save the old
homestead with this nest egg. It seems a
shame that this fine old institution should
pass into oblivion. We earnestly petition
the student body to part with their spare
pennies to aid this fine body of men.

Copy Boy—Winthrop Correspondent

M. F. Simmons —

_

_

Another Coppy Boy

C. C. Elphick
Pinch-Penny Hempstead „

Janitor
_

Ad Clerk

Au Revoir
Perfunctorily the editors at this season
of the year "let the bars down" and then
occupy much valuable space apologizing
for printing de truth, de whole truth, and
every evrything but the truth.
What's done is done, what ain't done,
we'll do.
We ain't apologizing fer nuttin . . .
We's eloping to the wilds of Winthrop
with Oscar's widow, hie! hie!

We Tap The Keg
This week there came to light on this
campus through the columns of this Rag,
things that had not ort to be.
There is a severe need for a lot of good
fraternities on the campus, but the management of this sheet stop to doubt the
value of the fackelty futurity, the Tappa
Kegga Beers.
It is with reverence that we assault our
distinguished faculty. We admire their
raised swords. Too often have we felt the
sting of drawing back a nubb on a required course—just because we wanted the
truth to live.
But today we draw no punches. Such
putrid punies as the Tappa Kqgga Beers
must be extinguished. The flame of such
rotten, unprecedented violation of the
codes of the student body must be stopped.
It is the suggestion of the management
of this business that some thirsty campus
leadership organization pull a raid on the
Jarnt of the aforementioned shippers. This
enterprise can give a list of the nights
when the Kegga Beers will have a full
supply of spirits.
So, you see, student leaders, your raid
will not be without its mercenary gains—
and lubrication.
Hie.

* -¥■ *
We Pause To Mourn
Oscar is Dead.
That is the simple obituary that The
Tiger chooses to pen to what has for
the last decade been the most read and
notorious character on this campus.
This week the filthy dagger of an enraged student found its way into the
pure heart of one of the purest and most
conscientious students ever to breath
the Clemson air.
For that, or those, crimson hearted
scabs who tapped the life blood of Oscar
this newspaper has only contempt. They
were men who could not rise above personalities. The caustic remarks of dear
Oscar about dark chapters of their lives
proved their yellow-bellied, crimsonhearted real inter-makings. They are
just scabs.
And the maker of Oscar, JOSEPH SHERMAN, we extend our deepest sympathies.
We have felt the agonies of raising a
brain-child to the age of greatest production, only to have his life-blood
snapped with the dagger of an angry
assassin. We, too, have felt the mental
anguish of a proud father who was the
father of a one-parent son. Such bitter
anguish only a few may taste in the
short span of this mortal life.
But to the millions of Oscar-readers,
we say that we will carry on. Not, perhaps, with the true spirit which has
marked the immaculate presentation of
the scandals of Clemson for the last decade, but we SHALL carry on. The crimson stained daggers of angry assassins
hold no fear for us. We must uphold our
trust. Oscar must live again. The truth
must survive.
Oscar will live again.

It Keeps Us Broke
This newspaper suggests (and who has
not suggested it at some time or other)
that all income tax collection for this year
be curtailed. We have one predominant
reason for this suggestion.
Having to pay an income tax seriously
interferes with the social independence of
out business manager. His Tiger income,
which is not in excess of $22,601.23 for any
one year is entirely inadequate after income taxes have been deducted. It is impossible for him to have his favorite girl
here for the dances every weekend.
This newspaper should be very glad to
withdraw its complaint should it be possible for our business manager to exceed
that above mentioned income.
ROBERT L. HEMSTEAD,
Business Manager,

In The Groove

HERE, BOYS AND GIRLS are a few representative students
taken from our colorful student body and put on their pedestals
by our staff artist, Artist Hezekial Blotto Penapun.
Reading from left to right, which direction is the customary
manner to read photographs, we find, stacked over in the aforementioned left corner the one and only Jee Belish Jones. Although we tacitly told Artist Blotto to make a Toikey out of our
Jones, we are reluctant to pass this sketch on to our critical
readers as such (Turkey). We rather fancy that those who know
Belish will use their imaginations. Those who don't wouldn't
get the point, anyway. That's that.
Moving over one notch we find that snake of the diamondsnakes Wotta Inspiration Bourbon. Whatta Man! Now here
Artist Blotto has really hit the groove. Mr. Bourbon hasn't forgotten anything. Note the pipe, which was made so very famous
in the Oscar column of this rag a few months. We also note
(you do, please) that artist Blotto has provided the grass. Now
we ask you would a snake be at home wlthdut grass-or the CDA
dancse, and a lot of lovely-lovelies to snake with? Note, also,
the diamonds and rattles (on tip of carcass) we like the diamonds. We think that Whotta Inspiration does, too.
k
The next inspirational outlet of artist Blotto Is that man (or
mouse) Many Inspirations Blawton. Here, artist Blotto, has missed his Cue. Editor-of-this-issue Chapin explicity told Blotto to
make a rat—which would have been otder. And what does he do
but make it necessary for us to apologize to Mr. Disney for imitation. Not that we think that Artist Blotto is incompetent, but
we personally looked around for minutes and did not find any
cheese. Proverbs link mice with cheese. Balwton has had the cheese
for months, so we don't.see why he could not have the cheese
here too.
The next Glamorous caricture uplift to appear is that of Rosy
Blowemup Softshall. Now here, again, Artist Blotto is in the groove,
First we ask you to note some of the finer points of this portrait.
Note (1) the apple. Now what could be the significance of that.
It could not be for the teacher, or something. But we have always connected worms with apples, so Artist Blotto must be a
genius. Note, (2) the slight projection along-, the lower side of the
carcass. Frankly these puzzled | Editor Chapin. But a hasty conference with Artist Blotto, and he assured the editor that they
were the sole means of locomotion of the afore-mentioned personage.

Wandering back to that conventional starting place (look
to the extreme left, please, bottom) we find another one. The Tiger
in person. We are not sure who the mugg belongs to, but Artist
Blotto says that it is former Boss Tiger Boirl Blazo. On this job
the editor has no comment. Note, however, the lace collar. That,
we understand is the latest thing in full dress Jiger attire.
Note, too, the toe-nails. We are not inclined to be suggestive, but
they seem sharp, long, and dangerous. This fellow wiU bear
watching.
Next, (move one notch in the afore-mentioned direction,
please) is that inimitable Stamping grounds character, Kunnell
Kutie Willie Kolbovitzkie. Maybe Artist Blotto 'is slipping. We
wouldn't know, but editor Chopin couldn't see eye to eye with
Artist Blotto when it came to placing the head on that specimen.
Says the editor, "It ain't in keeping with the expression of the
rats on 'my company. It ain't expressive." And those things protruding from just above the nap of the neck—on the side of the
molars—now -we thought that they were large flower leaves—
called elephant ears—which were placed there as decoration.
But Artist Blotto says no. They are a part of the painting.
"Them," he says, with a sense of the pride of his profession,
"Is the ears." What ears. Whatta Man. Moving on back on the
carcass, we find a true mark of Artist Blotto's genius. The diamonds. Now that's the berries. Artist Blotto never forgets the
tin. Corny, but that is the diamonds. Note (moving to the right
along the frame and moving slightly higher) is the final touch of
Artist Blottos work. We thought that this was the whip. But, again,
Artist Blotto says no. That is the tail. Maybe it is. After all,
Artist Blotto is a genius. We (Edit-or Chopin and Sub Edit-or
Derrick) just write the remarks.
Moving along (go again in the conventional direction—nothing
rude and unconventional) we find the last of a series of the marks
and sketches of an Artist (Blotto, by name). Now this is the peak.
Her Royal Beauty Sister none other than) we all know her, Winsome Apple (of our hearts) Blowus. Now we don't know what
Winsome is doing on this page.- We were thinking that this was
a man's sheet. A man's paradise. But she's here and glamorous,
too. Editor Chopin had not noticed the curves until he saw this
sketch, but he catches on and takes notice fast. He even beat
Hempstead to the note. Apple is here, our second and only second co-ed though, so better get an early start if you are to rate.
And, oh year, we almost forgot. Not the buttons along the

Following the groove, or rut, set by pre-vious staffs, The Tiger this week takes
down the blinds for the annual April fool
issue.
A majority Of our circulation will think
that it is not funny. We agree. But we did
have a lot of fun laughing about the
things which could not be printed even
in an April fool issue.

Door Mouse UnCovers Footsies
Method Of Notes

A Close Uu Of The First
CDA Vehicle Power Plant

THE HORSEY TIN-Pop Edon, keeper of the
horsesneck club is pictured here with some of the
well known members, Reading in the regular

manner: Cholly, Kolt Kolb, Bay Gillespie, Neigh
Rbyne, and Bray Braham. Pop is the one with
the hat.

Friday, "Gone With The Wind"—
No previews available.
Saturday, "Gone With The Wind"
—A hot-shot show of the old West.
Even better than last year's great
drama "Who Untied My Horse"
Two rip-roaring cowpunchers from
5th Avenue shoot it cut to see
whose to g.^t the first sip from the
jug. A herd of wild horses stamped
up 42nd Street. A really great
opera with a touch of horseflesh
added for good measure.
Tuesday, "Gone With The Wind"
—Chills will run up your spine
when you see this one. A stirring
story of the back alleys starring
"Tough Guy" Takaride and "Snake':
Indegras. Five symphony orchestra
axe on hand and blend their hormony with the rat-tat-tat of machine guns. Cast your peepers on
this one. It's rated as tops by the
experts.
Tuesday, "Gone With The Wind"
—You'll sm-?ll the salty air of the
seas when you truck down to'Holtzy's hideout to see this one. Two
John Silver type pirates are the
stars. In a hundred mile wind,
they battle it out for supremacy of
the seas in two life-boats. It took
two thousand wind machines and
50,030 gallons of water to film the
picture. The critics rate it as the
marvel of the film industry.
Wednesday, "Gone
With
the
Wind"—Information is limited but
there are quite a number of rumors
circulating around about the high
priced one.
Thursday, "Gone With The Wind"
— comedy that is worth anyone's
15 cents. A doctor moves to a country village and on the first day that
he hangs out his shingle he gets a
call to deliver quintuplets. The
father, slightly surprised, turns to
his wife and says, "Personally, my
dear, I don't give a damn." The
cast is swell and the lingo is above
the average. Rating—Good.

WHEN WE

WERE YOUNGER
By GEORGE GOBLET
FIVE YEARS AGO
Mr. B. P. Holtzendoof has engaged Miss Fanny Twitchbqttom
and her Campus Cut Ups for the
first week after spring holidays.
Bull Chief John Harcombe has
issued the following mess hall regulations: Never judge the quality
of the food by its appearance. You
can have part of the bull all the.
time and all of the bull part of the
time, but you can't have all of the
bull all of the time.
SEVEN YEARS AGO
The Clemson Laundry is now
quite the thing. It leads all competitors in removing buttons. In
another six. months the entire
corps will be absolutely buttonless.
In a recent faculty change, Dr.
Daniel was named chief of the division of animal husbandry.
Professor favors drinking for all.
"I like to see young men smoke
and drink. It looks so manly," said
Professor M. E. Bradley in an address yesterday.
TEN YEARS AGO
B. P. Holtzendorff has suggested
that a bar be installed in the Y'
for the use of the corpse.
Colonel O. R. Cole has issued orders that all military training at
Clemson must be stopped at once.
"It's too much trouble", he said.
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
At a recent faculty meeting, it
was decided that the spring holidays would be extended until April
10. The reason for this move was
to give the Cadets time enough to
rest their overwrought nerves.
Plowboy Sikes has been named
Grand Bald of a new club formed
here. The club will be open to all
faculty members "sans foliage."
Other charter members are: Monk
Godfry, Major Martin, and Marble
Top Sherrill.

By Scoop Derrick
Chap. 32
Amonia
History—Spirits of Harehorn
1774, Priestley; 1782, Bergmamn;
1785, Berhollet
Lab. preparation — (crack joke
about chemists)
Mg & N2*Mg3N2 (show slide)—
(joke—No need for total darkness
since this is not a co-ed class).
Commercial preparationBy-product of soft coal (byproduct is what the wife takes
from your pocket* wlien she kisses
you good-bye). Occacsionally Liguor-gas is given off (always extract he gas before drinking—I
made that mistake once).
Synthetic Amonia—
N2& 3H2 * 2NH3 (run through
three times—you know it gets tired3~
(joke—I'll put the next person
to bed if it will be more comfortable) .
THE Cycananide process
Government plant (it was built
and it just sat there and set there
and I guess that it is still siting
there if it has not become tired
—oscar pays—
and lain down).
Mr. Felix, Fuzz Bug was honor(joke here — That was when ed this week by being named by
everybody had
money—You look Post the third best dressed man in
like as though you were born later) America.
Said Mrs. Post on the choice,
"Mr. FuzzBug's elegant morning
costumes coupled with his natty
sports attire in which he is accustomed to
meet his laboratory
classes made him an outstanding
choice for the first place. Mr.
FuzzBug's evening clothes did not
measure up to the standard of the
other leading contestants, howGeorge Skitts, star Tiger high ever. In fact, his carnation was
jumper, yesterday broke all exist- definitely draggled."
Dr. Ivan Sippinscotch, of the
ing records for the shot put. His
Highlands Sippinscotchs, received
time in the 100 yard dash was a the unanimous vote as best-dressscore of fifteen points. Skitts was ed man in America. Dr. Sippinoverheard later mumbling to him- scotch's iriginal and bizarre disself something about, "The umpire guises put him well ahead of the
gypped me, them last two guys other contestants, said Mrs. Post.
were out at first, and besides I Dr. Sippinscotch's habit of weartackled him on the ten yard line." ing a red shirt will probably beThe referee, in answer to Skitts come a national style,
observed
protests, calmly answered," Skitts is Madame Post.
Mrs.
Post was
crazy, I had to take those men out doubtful if Sippinscotch'- habit of
of the game because of personal wearing boots to dances would
fouls, and then too, both of his "become the national habit, unless
serves were out by a mile. The next both male and female adopted the
time I catch that Skitts hitting
his opponent with his golf club
I'm going to
penalize
him ten
yards. The referee went on to say
more, but about that time the
ambulance rode up and carried
Skitts and the umpire off to the
By JASIN CHAPINDY,EDITOR
insane asylum.
Cowdet George O'Well was
As the ambulance drove off, we
nominated as the most prominwondered why it was driving backent cadet ct the week when he
wards and why it had a Nazi flag
said to Bill Lippincott, "I don't
flying at half mast, but before we
remember your name but your
could find out, we had arrived a;
face is as simple as hell."
the asylum, and were comfortably
O'well made this reply to
lodged in the royal suite with the
Bill's conventional questions,
most georgeous plush paddings
"What's the score? Who's at
around hte walls.
Bat? What innin* is it?", etc

Fuzz Bug 3rd Best
Dressed In Nation

• • *

A Camera Study Of The
GameDuck—(Tiger Near)

• • •

Skitt Puts Putt
Referee Putts
Skitt In Putty

*

*

*

Furman Pulchritude

Girls and Boys who are the fortunate
recipients of this HIGH SCHOOL ISSUE
will understand from this picture why
Furman offers the greatest opportunities
for finding pulchritude . . . AIN'T THEY
CUTE. . .

O'Well Named
Cadet CHWeek
For Prime Crack

Greenvil[e,<S.C.)
£NROUrA£MT1010, „
HAS 101 SfftfTrteRS W.Stete
ONItttCrWUS/

By John Hix

FORT WINTHROP DOLLIES—Held last night,
the Fort Winthrop Dollies, were alleged to be a
romantic whiz. As usual (see above picture of
some of the attending follies), no stags were
allowed within 101 1-4 miles of the Fort during
the presentation of the Dollies. They are cute,'.

though. Among those present are Dutchess Mary
Riley Whittaker, Baroness Lib Anderson, Countess
Ann Willomon, Lady Rose Collier, Madame Tuffy
Tailor, Mademoselle Marjy Shakitt. We can't put
our finger on them, but they are among those
pictured.
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THREE

Corny Cobb, Hammond Take High Posts In New A. S. S. Ring
Hammond Takes
Prexy Of A. S. S.

Snubbin Collards
Creates Sensation
In Chemical Realm

RAID LIQUOR JOINT: Clemson's cadet corpssident of the local chapter of W. C. T.' TJ., led the
as they rushed Pop Bates' dive last week in an
blood thirsty cadets. The casualty is Ed Cuttino,
effort to curb drinking here. Thursty Bagnal, pre Bagnal's right hand man in the raid.

Blatum Bush Comes Out Boldly
With Notes On The Love Buggy

Famous Man
Passes Out;
Is Baffled
Colonel "Bet - me - smell - yourbreath" Littlejohn passed out in
the Commandant's office last week.
It was officially announced that
intoxication was the direct cause.
Littlejohn pleaded not guilty and
was sentenced to 3 months room
arrest.
When quizzed toy reporters Littlejohn issued the following statement. "It is all absurd. I never
drink. I still cannot understand it.
The last thing I knew I got a whif
of my own breath and detected.the
odor of spirits. I'was so surprised
I guess I fainted. Anyone will tell
you I never drink. Any. Sunday you
can attend my temperance lectures. It is all absurd . . . Hie . . ."

Fackulty Feud
Fizzles Along ,
Veddy Merrily
The fued between professor D.
M. Curly and "Yank" Choohooski
has developed into a'fight to the
finish.
The fight originally started over
the hand of one Louise Pritchard,
second in command, of Mrs. Graham's Temple of Knowledge, »(the
library). The boys used to go down
right after long roll, then try to
see which could outsit the other.
They quit this after Louise slipped
out one night, and locked the door.
The boys spent a lonely night with
no company
except a
bust of
Thomas G. Clemson, and one of
Holtzy's stray cats.
When
interviewed
yesterday,
Curly said; "I don't mind fair competition, but when I give the guy
a cut in math, then have to race
him to the library,—well, thV's
going to war. Hie."
"Choo" said; "I seen her foist,
and I'm gonta' gitta, Coily or no
Coily. Hie."
Louise says; "Hit don't differ,
there's plenty more where
they
come from."

After years of diligent research
in the field of lovology, Dr. Bleachum and Vatum Bush of the seventh
barracks who received his letters in
the art of love from the University
of Trial and Error blossomed forth
this week with astonishing information concerning the love bug,
technically known as the bacillus
amoris. After a lengthy consultation with Dr. Dan Cupid, he recently made the following report before
the American Moocher's Association
at the Bow and Quiver Cluib.
DISTRIBUTION—Occurence bery
wide; condromal with sentiment
and civilization.
CHARACTERS—Sporulated
bacillus; very resistant to adverse
conditions and environments; viable after extreme d.?ssication of prolonged absence; retain powers of
growth after months of storage on
the ice block of break-ups and
unreciprocated affections; very resistant to the ebullitions of irate
parents.
The most virulent types are
found in cozy-corners, dimly lighted parlors; moon-lit, vine-olad verandas, isolated hammocks, and
similar places with poor lights and
seclusion.
CONVEYED — By all ordinary
methods, but the cost common is
close personal contact, such as holding hands, embracing, and especially kissing.
DISEASE—Philandrogynous Cardalgia.
DEFINITION — An acute or
chronic inflammation of the affections, with specific localization
in the heart and the emotional
centers of the brain; characterized
by marked instability of the nervous system, inducing severe and
typical heart-storms, resulting in a
bizarre perversion of conventional
conduct; often complicated by der
lusions, illusions, and hallucinations.
INFECTION — Most common
among young adults—in old individuals the course of the disease is
aborted—symptoms non-emotional
and uninteresting.
Children are
not immune however, and condition
engendered is known as puppylove. Constant companionship of
opposite sex seems to be' about the
only relief, but unless closely watched embarrassing complications may
result.

THE HEART—Ssems to be the
chief seat of infection, causing
rapid p\use, palpitation, disturbances of circulation, sudden rises
In body heat, flushing; other symptoms are loneliness in company,
sighing, embracing of imaginary objects; dreams of a most vivid and
paradisical nature are commonly
enjoyed.
NATURAL IMMUNITY — Tends
to occur in certain abnormal human monstrosities known as old
maids and bachelors. When infection does result emotional paroxylsms sorely rack their callous calmness.
CAUTION—A pseudo-type of the
bacillus is found on money,—especially bank notes of large denominations. The smart-set and the degenerate nobility seem peculiarly
susceptible to this type. Infection
though not severe in symptoms has
very distressing sequellae: incompatibility resulting in quarrels divorces, and alimony, occasionally
sudden and mysterious death.
TREATMENT—The only possible
cure is to give as companion-nurse
for life, his or her heart's desire,
though some, with disastrous results, have resorted to the conventional emotional hypnotics and
anaesthetics, viz—alcohol, fortune
hunting, misanthropy, poodledogs
suffragette crusades, etc.
NOTICE—All normal individuals
become infected at some period of
life—and while most wait for the
infection to occur in Nature's way,
the highest success do?s not always
result. So Dr. Cupid is prepared
to give innoculations of the genuine
bacillus and with a nurse exactly
suited to your nature and needs,
this enevitable disease will terminate most happily and permanent
Immunity for all pseudo-types be
established.
Dr. Cupid,
Office-Aching Heart Sanitarium,
or call by Telepathy,
Smiley Bush.

Dr. D. Wacky Dandelion president of The Royal Clemson-Calhoun Academy of Arts and Sciences announced today that Dr.
Snubbin H. Collards, widely known
to the scientific world as Snub
or Snood, had the world with an
entirely new theory of colloids.
Dr. Collards, who is one of the
most popular and well-liked members of the faculty of the school
of chemistry and geology, presente dhis paper at a recent meeting of the society, whose membership is strictly limited to those
men who are outstanding in the
fields of arts and science.
When interviewed, Dr. Collards
grunted, "Aw shucks, I was only
doing my duty. Some folks has got
the idea that
colloids is really
overgrown molecules."
Then he
shouted, "But they ain't! They is
really microbes which keep moving
around because they don't like the
place they're at." Dr. Collards did
not say whether they were only
trying to dikp as far as possible
from him or not.
Between statements Dr. Collards
repeatedly bellowed, "Heil Hitler!"
and "Peace, its wonderful!" Dr.
Collards, who recently appointed
himself head of the GermanAmerican Bund, is also a charter
member of one of Father Divine's
Heavens.
Although best know for his many
theories in chemistry, ' Dr. Collards is also
a practical man.
Among his many worthwhile discoveries is patent 37xyz( a handy
little ash catching gadget which
is nothing more than a fire proof
coat and vest. Said the doctor,
"t's the neatest trick' I've turned
out yet."
Among the members attending
the meeting of the Academy were
such notables as Dr. Ivan W. Sippinscotch, who
practices
black
magic as a hobby; B. Eddie Inferno, inventor of the hot foot which
bears his name; Mr. Alpha Tau
Credle, inventos of the electric eel;
S. B. (Sonny Boy) Oile, a great
Purman promoter; and J. Huffington Huff, the physicist
who
taught Einstein what he knows today.

Over The Rhyne
& Dough Hunter
Grab Currency
Desparados "Little Dough" Hunter and "Pee-Doggie" Wayne held
up and robbed the Seward
National Bank of Greenville of approximately $2.75 and
escaped
last night. When last seen they
were riding on a mule toward the
backwoods. The unusually large
amount of cash in the bank was
available due to Clemson's state
expense allotment for the coming
year.
The criminals opened the bank
vault with a mathematical formula
which they left behind in the rush
to escape.
$t is thought that the desparados have gone to a cabin in the
- ,t—tP. etaoi shrdl cmfw
woods and cannot
be reached
without the aid of Indian guide
"Wahoo" Abee, who is nowhere to
be found. Local ossifers sotilli and
Moore have been unable to locate the criminals to date.

THE CDA PARADE CAR—Fresh bought with
for Muscle ball-last week-end. Represented on the
a b!t of ths •24,102.13 cents wliicn Ike CDA
Vehicle, besides Freshy McBloweon who is on his
sucked in from the Corpse at Junior ring Dance, feet to the left, are chips from Adverse, Sandthe CDA parade car is shown here loaded to the
stone, Monks Swamp, G. Womans Infiramry, and
pennants with some of the Chippys who were here Six Mile Mountain.

Band JunkJive
Corp Junks Band
No longer will the walls of the
field house vibrate with the taunting rhythms of jive. The Jungaleers have junked swing. The following statement issued by leader
Teebee Hawkins
explains this
drastic measure.
"All our lives we have wanted to
be patrons of the classics, but public prejudice stood in our way. Instead of ripping up and down the
scale with solid jive, we wished to
dispense with this type of rowdyism, and romp about the scales allegro con fuoco and to hold hands
with the asthetic. We are unable
to stand it any longer, so we are
through with swing. As leader of
the band, I shall replace my saxaphone with a baton. We expect to
give our first concert in the very
near future".
The following members of the
band will make a change in their
instruments and
style.
"Lover
Walker will let his hair grow and
continue tickling the ivories. It isbelieved that Walker has acquired
the Paddyrusky youch although he
claims to be from the Schnabell
school. The sax section will be replaced with oboes and bassoons.
Trombones and trumpets will remain intact, but Big Job Turner
will take up a bow for his dog
house.
In the event of a concert, admission will be free and tomatoes and
over ripe fruit will be given out at
the door.

Current Failures
Form Own Suction
Wise Announces

Alpha Tau Credle, Clemson's own
club originated for Credle's flunks,
will invite five new members and
ane honory member, into its club
this week, Bill Wise, president announced. Men receiving invitations
are Dean Steam Bolier Earle, the
honorary member, and the
ones
folllowing were honor members,
Flashbang Chamberling Mills, DoThe art of relaxation will be vetail Creek, Ga„ Flossy Agnew,
taught in a special course at Co- Smuchhill, John
Dilliger Ivey,
lumbia university teachers college Poole, Ga., Phooy H. Nelson, Yankee Town, N. Y„ and Footsie Cox
this spring.
Mellete, Esquire, South America.
By WALTER CHIZZEL CHOPIN,
please
meet at the
Ten
mining engineering
stu- Initiates
EDITOR
dents have been sent to the Uni- Southern Pines Sunday night.
Rev. D. E. Veal, Episcopal rector, versity of Pittsburgh by the gov- Every man please bring his own
announced today the expectant ar- ernment of Turkey.
rejevvenation.
rival of screen actresses Boan Jennett and Ledy Hemarr who will
attend next week's dance at the
Parish House.
These famous stars who -will come
here from Polley Beach have accepted Rev. veal's invitation for altogether friendly and personal reasons. There is no commercial aspect to their appearance whatsoever.
They will arrive on the campus
Friday, April 5 at 6:45 a. m. and
leave in one of the available Taps
limousines at 5:59 a. m. Saturday.
They will be available as dance
partners for all cadets attending
the dance.
'
Miss Bennett claims to be a very
good "jitterbug";
Lamarr likes
waltzes best. They will make no
public appearances while at Clemson but will limit the cadets to this
one opportunity to not only see
but to mingle with two famed personages. The Parish House is being enlarged especially' to accommodate the expected large crowd.
Clemson's own army officers will
form a special guard of honor for
the ladies as they motor from Calhoun Station on to the campus.
Rev. Veal promises a spelling bee
with a prize at the intermission as
a special inducement for all the
casanovas to attend.

Jennet, Hamarr
Attend Parish
House Social

Ill

"They've just got wind of J,

GREYHOUND'S

LOW FARES

J

jf\^,

SPRING VACATION TRIPS"
Round Trip Fares
Charleston, S. C
$5.95
Greenville, S. C
90
Columbia, S. C
3.55
Spartanburg, S. C
1.75
Charlotte, N. C
3.35
Atlanta, Ga.
3.10
New York City, N. Y. 16.60
Florence, S. C
5.50
Washington, D. C
11.25
Agent C. C. DuBose
Phone 3481
BUS TERMINAL
Phone 149

« You can't afford to hang around college
this vacation—when it costs so little to get
away! Hop the very next Greyhound bus
and head for home—or in the opposite
direction if the wanderlust's got you.
Small change is all you need to make a big
change in your surroundings — Greyhound's low fares keep your capital pracintact! Have more fun where
tjcauy
you>re going_with the money you save
getting there by Greyhound!

GREYHOUND

ROYAL CROWN
COLA
On Sale at the Canteen
and Everywhere Else

NEHI
BOTTLING CO.
Anderson, S. C.
"Buck Barton"

THE CDA RIDES—Since the beginning of Clemson - the CDA
suction crew has ridden. In the days when bulls were in vogue,
the CDA had a bull, above. And later, when things got horsey,
the CDA got horsey, too, and bought a horse, below, bribed the
corps into letting them wear tin on the shoulders and joine the
horses neck club. Today as America faces bankruptcy, the CDA,
still one of the few remaining wealth groups in the sticks, rides
and declares dividends. Although the present staff of CDA vehicles is much too large to include in his issue, it includes a
town, country, city, village, hamlet, knockout, and convertable
machine for every member of the king. One of their special
eents machines, the parade car, is shown somewhere else in this
issue
-

Dr. Bill Wise
Takes Post Here;
Post Drops Dead
Dr. Bill 'R. Wise, A., A. B., M. E.
LL. D. and a former graduate of
Clemson was recently made assistant professor of the electrical engineering department. Dr. Wise will
fill the vacancy of Professor A B,
Credle, who is working on his LL.
D. at Erskine.
Dr. Wise was an honor member
of his class at Clemson. He has
been empployed with the Keowee
Electrice Company, Keowee, S. C.
for the past five years where he
has made many experiments on
"hot wires" and their insulation.

Marx Chosen
College Head
Harpo Marx, prominent Cinema
comedian, has been chosen as the
new College president by the board
of trustees. After careful consideration and deliberation this choice
was made known to the public.
Dr. E. W. Sights, who Marx will
succeed, said that Harpo will be
the perfect president. He will keep
his mouth shut because he can't
talk, and he will keep the core
amused with his tricks and harp
playing. "Yes indeed," said Sights,
"The trustees need not fear, he will
be the perfect president."

Splashers Leave
For Europe To
Splash Around
Mr. P. B. Holdsemoff, coach of
the swimming team and one of the
campus
goody-goody
boys, announced the other day that the
swimming team would go on exhibition tour of Europe, ending the
trip by swimming the English
Channel "en masse".
Said Ben M'Knight, captain of
the group, "Our only worry is
j keeping out of the way of stray
German submarines or mines, but
I don't think they'll bother us
very much. We're pretty tough,
you know." Everette Martin, -another of the splash boys said,
"Eleanor Holm swam it, so why
can't we? After all, what's she got
that we haverf t." At this point your
correspondent
wished to
add,
"Plenty." but didn't and left the
mermaids to their dreams of sharks
and barracudes.

PinchPennyTaps
Till: Populace
Is Much Confused
The entire populace of Clemson
was thrown into confusion this
week bby the news that Pinch Penny Hemstead had been tapping the
till. Members of the business staff
entered the office for work last
tuesday, to find the office thrown
ino confusion. Papers were strewn
about the floor, and a huge picture
of May west had been torn off the
wall. The employees rushed to the
safe to find it had picked clean.
Although the exact figures of the
amount of money pilfred are not
available at present although it is
believed to be somewhere in the
vicinity of one million eight hundred and sixteen thousand
four
hundred and two dollars and six
cents, twelve dollars of which was
in stamps.
It is believed that Hemstead is
making an attempt to reach the
Canadian border. All roads are being watched and it is believed that
Hemstead's automobile,
a
1940
Stanley Steamer, will soon be
overtaken despite its speed. The
police expect an arrest within 24
hours, as usual.
Before taking off for parts unknown, Hemstead was kind enough
to leave the following note.
"I could not stand it any longer," it read, "I had been dishing
out the dough for year, and it
finally got me. After all, I am human, so what."
The
college
authorities have
placed a 24 hour watch on all the
other department heads, ' lest, encouraged'by past success, they dispence with the petty graft and
committ grand larceny.

L. G. Hammond, bobbin-dodgei
deluxe from Chittlinswitch, was
unanimously elected prexy of the
national honorary leadership frat,
Alhpa Sigma Sigma. P. C. Cothran, sanitary engineer from another hole in the road, and Cutie
Kolb, another
Georgian, were
elected vice prexy and sec. respectively at the meeting held last
nite in room 1927,- (first door on
the right) Barn.
Bunny, as he is called by his
friends (both of them) is an outstanding member of the Senior
class and very active in several
campus, including" the Pals of
Bunny Hammond, or Supply Ser«
geants Who Didn'a Rate," and th9
"Greenwood Briarhoppers." Modest
in his ways, Bunny recently declined a bid to Phi Psi, because,
he exclaimed, "My grades are too
low."
Cothran, who served one year of
a four year stretch in Alcatraz on
the Ashley and finally managed to
escape, is wanted in several states,
but because of his splended record and popularity among the
students, he has
made quite a
name for himself here at Clemson
(sorry we can't print it). Cothran,
in conjunction with Arthur Williams, paid for his first two years
by calling out mail from the top
floor of the main building. He lost
this scholarship after a sack of
mail and a bunch of postoffice
keys were found in his room.
Cutie Kolb, recently voted the
most popular cadet in the first
regiment, (one vote cast-MacMahon's) hails from somewhere' in
Georgia,—it don't matter where.
Kolb's Horatio Alger success story
is nothing less than phenomenal.
"P driver" to "Kernal," "KernaT
to secretary of the Alpha Sigma
Sigma. When looking for Cutie, to
inform him of the election, the
Tiger reporter found him in the
big tree on Bdwman's field, looking
for a spur that flew off at retreat
yesterday.
When told of his election, he excitedly exclaimed; "Oh, Goody."
"My mother told me I'd amount
to something someday." We bet
she didn't say what.

Gates Tosses
Hat In Ring;
Masses Cheer

Dr. James E. "Charlie Chase"
Gates, professor of "Gates Government" and affectionately known
as "Pearly" because of his many
morals, this week "threw his hat
into the Senatorial ring."
Gates said that his plans were
in the hands of Captain "Nut Boy"
Okuroski and "Agitator" VonWeller, newly appointed managers who
are members of his class in State
government.
"As soon as I am elected," said
the doctor, "I shall introduce a
bill providing for strawberry shortcake at least twice a week for my
darling cadets, and free bus tickets
to Winthrop, including one for
myself."
At a late press conference, Dr.
Gates requested the cooperation of
R. W. DicKson, '39, is assistant the cadet corps in his latest govextension
dairyman at V. P. I. ernment experiment. "You may
Dickson received his masters de- rest assured there will be radical
changes," the venerable doctor said.
gree from Penn State.

&*£*%.
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Wise Gets Loot
Cobb Gets Wise
Bill Wise, EE senior of four
score and twenty years, reputed to
have been "born and bred" in the
engine house, was charged this
week, by one Karloff Cobb, ( of the
8th barracks Cobbs) to have premeditatedly and deliberately, looted his chocolate milk and candy
emporium during the last parade,
in the absence of said Karloff.
Karloff said: "I £now he's guilty,* cause my stooge MacMahon
seen him when he done it". The
"Kernal", (you know—Cobb), said
that he
had considered
hiring
"Dick Tracy" Mace and his half
sorps of "super sleuths" to track
down the criminal, but said, quote,
"Wuzn't no use, that boy Mac is
just a little bit of stuff".
Wise's
only
statement
was,
"Boys, crime don't pay".
Cobb—"It don't."

EARN $50 WEEK
DURING SUMMER
OR YEAR-ROUND

Everywhere Coca-Cola
carries a conviction of
quality. Four generations
have known and enjoyed
this drink. Millions of
times"a day, people the
world over experience
the thrill of its taste and
the refreshed feeling that£*y

We can use several reliable college
men, during summer or full time, to
operate movie circuits in theatrek_/ plus tax"
less communities. Earnings $50.00 a follows.
week and better. Projection equipment, sound films, everything furnished. No experience needed. For
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by
complete information write immediately to Southern Visual EquipCOCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
ment Co., Department
, Box
ANDERSON, S. C
2404, Memphis, Tennessee,
O. K. HOOVER, Mgr.
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Entire Army Is Skiized For Move Against Kitadel By The Swamp
Flutie Bonnette

Clemson Musickers
Hear Concert
By Okie Dokie

Tiger Pincher
To Head New
Swamp Gazette
"Pinch Penny "Humpstuff, retiring business manager of the
"south's most rare weekly," said
today that he had accepted a position with the
Monks
Corner
"Daily Gorrila " "Hump" will be in
charge of the department establishe d"For the prevention of unnecessary usage of paper clips,
rubber bands, erasers, pins, pencils, water cups, and copy paper."
As a reason for his resignation,
"Stuff" said; "As waseful as them
Tiger boys are, I can't even keep
up the payments on my car".

Style Flash From
The Pencil Pusher
A distinct but somewhat unusual
honor came to Clemson, when it
was announced recently that Mr
R. M. Geer was chosen by the
leading clothes designers in the
country to be the best-dressed man
in America for the past year.
Gus richly deserves this distinction for his tastes are excellent,
if unusual, and he is always the
first to sport new fashions and
innovations. Mr. Geer, definitely
not conservative, displays a variety
of color in his dress, for he is
the type of man' who seems to
take pride in his clothes.
Accessories are certainly not
missing from Mr. Geer's dress, as
a heavy chain of keys always hangs
naturally from his pockets. But the
long stemmped pipe that sticks
so unconcernedly out of his mouth
adds that sophisticated and cultured touch so necessary in a welldressed man.

/ Felta Thy
Tap New Members;
To Have Field Day
I Felta thl, national honor
geographical society, this week
tapped too nue prominent members of the Clemson faculty. The
men chosen were "Lover" Walker,
and "Pretty Boy" Taylor. Winsome
Willie Lippeneott,
president of
the Clemson chapter was enthused over the choice. Said Willie,
"Chee, dis churse is de nuts. Dem
is jest de tripe of men we was
lookin fur. I am sure dey will be
a credick too de maturnity."
The elta Thi's are planning to
have a picknic in the near future.
They expect to travel to Greenville Women's College, to explore
some of natures finest formations.

?§*c m
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Shell Grow

Acker-Cox
Engagement
Announced
Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Cox
announce the engagement of their
daughter
Sare Jean
to
Harry Ferdinand Acker
on April 1, 1942
T. G. Roche '25, who was formerly oversser of carding at the
Startex mill at Tucapau, S. C, has
been promoted to assistant superintendent of the Gaffney Manufacturing
company at Gaffney,
S. C.

The Corn-egie Music Society this
week presented its initial corncert
for the cadet corpse in the basement of the dairy building. A lovely program under the direction of
Johann Okuroski Beethoven was
arranged including several corncertos by. Clemson composers.
Judson Chopin, of the composers
Chopin, sang an arid depicting life
at Clemson entitled "Agriculture,
Horticulture, Sah, Cow, sah."
Then CDA Southerlin sang with
spirit "The Prisoner's Song". (Note
—he sent a telegram last week.)
A. C. Littlejohn sang "I'm in the
Army Now".
During intermission in an appreciation of fine music talk, Johann Okuroski Beethoven said,
"Youse guys knows why we is here.
To get as much of de cultural
things of life. In de woids of de
poet 'music is sublime' I' would like
to say dis; dat in all my days at
Clemson dere's nothin' I've enjoyed
more dan my activities in de Cornegie Music Society. It overcomes
me."
After intermission "Corn Cob"
Elphick played "I'm a G. O. P. from
New Jersee".
In conclusion an intermettzo by
the composer, "Billy Boy" Quantz,
"I Base My Hopes on Solid Rock
(Rentz)," was presented.
As an added attraction in order
to have an audience ice cream was
served.

General Purge Of
Lintery Is Ordered
By Deans And Dukes
At a meeting of the deans today,
it was announced that Professor
Huckshucks of the textile school
would be asked to resign because
of his wasteful use of his student's
time.
Dean Swillis of the textile school
said, "Numerous students have been
objecting to the way in which
Huckshucks has been handling his
classes. The main objections, it
seems, is that he lectures entirely
too slow and that he has been
letting his classes out approximately 15 minutes before the first bell.
There also have been complaints
because of the numerous cuts he
has given his classes."
Professor "Change Method"
Crowtoes spoke in behalf of Dr.
Huckshucks and urged thfl deans
to reconsider the evidence in the
case before taking such a drastic
course. Prof. Crowtoes said, "Gentleman! Can't you change your
method and give Huckshucks another chance. If you can't hook up
the horse, you can't plow. The victime is just learning to hook up the
horse. After he leaxns, h« won't
be given zores, thrown out of classes, and marked absent by his students."
Professor Crowtoes final plea was
to no avail and from the way
things are looking now, Dr. Huckshucks is bound to be dismissed.
Said the victim of the student
purge, "I have nothing to say. I
have made no plans for the future.
I may retire next year on my old
ag« pension."

A TOAST BY A. RAT PILLESPIE

Croowfoot Talks
Raves As Usual
About Himself
Professor "Crowfoot" Torrent,
would be texture professor, spoke
on "A Cort Shut To Success" at
a meeting of Phizzle Psizzle, national linthead club, in commemoration of the club's first birthday.
The affair was held in the grand
basement of the Texture building.
Said "Crowfoot," "Look at me,
boys. I done it; so can you. Why,
when I was your age I was also
dumb, but by sheer will power and
a diet of goat's milk I developed
in' to a man mountain of mental
energy. It was I that started Fienstien on his theory of helativity. I
was responsible fur the erection of
this wonderful building in which
we now set. I invented the machine known as Jackass. There
aint no gitting around it, it can
be done if you determine."
Pet Graham, mascot of the club,
presided.

Pinch Penny Buys
Torpedo; Staff
Wonders How, Eetc.

I'm In The Army Now,
I Ride The Horse And Not The Plow.
I Drive The Fools That Go To School.
I'm Captain Ray, And No April Fool.

Pinch-penny Hempstead, Tiger
business manager, today completed
arrangements for the purchase of
1940 Buick Torpedo.
Hempstead said that under no
conditions would the car be used
for Tiger work. "Although the auto
was paid for with Tiger funds,"
Pinch-penny said, "it will not show
on our records. I have been very
severe with Stooge Lever and Ms
staff and have saved enough to
add a substantial amount to my
bank account.
The Hempstead car was the second- purchased on the campus this
semester. Prexy McHound of the
CDA has also grafted enough to
buy a car.
McHound said in a statement to
the Tiger this week that the junior
members would have to be content
with less than three hundred dollars each because of the "highpriced dance bands which have
played at Clemson this year."

Bengal Ski Club
To Fight Wars
Colonel Herbert M. Pool, Commandant announced today that the
entire Cowdet Army Brigade will
be ski-ized within the next two*
weeks. ..
Colonel Pool said that recent development in the pursuit of the
war of Poland against the red
masses is responsible for his decision. Other factors were not discussed, but it was understood that
several members of the student
body (not army men) had petetioned the athletic department for a
course in skiing, and Colonel Pool
came to the aid of the colleg by
offering to build our army along
the most modern and enjoyable
standards.
It is not known yet who will be
colonel of the Clemson ski unie;
Willie Lippincott, sometimes a
member of the rat class, has been
mentioned for the job. So has
"Pet" Graham also ben mentioned,
but he is not a skier.
Regardless of who is chosen Boss
Colonel of the outfit, however, it
is understood that the unit, garbed white, which color is invogue
in army sking units, will charge
on the Citadel (a war out post
somwhere in Charleston) on the
occasion of the next snow, sleet
or hell storm..-'
The unit will hold spring maneuvers, in convertables, Tiger staff
cars, etc, at an outpost somewhere
in Rock Hill. Important military
observers say that the name of
this outpost is Winthrop, and hat
the occcupants are one of the
feminine brigades now in vogue
with ROTC men everywhere. I
Hugga Few Graham will join the
unio for the Rock Hill Pilgrimage.
S. J. Patterson, '39, is now connected with tha Ciba
Company
with headquarters in Charlotte.

PRINTING
127 E. Whitner St,

Bosco Mourns Oscar's Death

ALTMAN PRINTING CO.
Phone 160

Anderson, S. V.

EASTER CANDIES
EASTER CARDS
Wm$ SALE!

3 BIG
PAYS

OSCAR SAYS—
,—that the CDA should Install a
jook-organ and let the boys supply
their own musif—at least Vaay could
get a decent shag.

All Candy Wrapped For Mailing
Special Values in Stationery
See them on display in our store.

—osear says—

—that Rat Crews—the one who
wears a two—is his idea of a perfect Scalb.
Roy Marvin, A. I. A., Arch. '19,
is a practising architect in Durham, N. C. Mr. Marvin has designed many residences and large
college, school, municipal, and
federal buildings.

Juniors and Seniors Use Your R. O. T. C.
Credit on New Spring Merchandise
• SEE

L. C Martin
Drug Company, Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

V

The Official College Book and Supply Store

at HOKE SLOAN'S
For sport shoes—Slacks—Arrow Shirts
READ THIS LIST OF TIES
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
We are happy to announce that C. V. Ray, ousted editor of TIPS, will
assume his new position as "Doc's" stooge when he returns from his
honeymoon with his most recent bride, the former Kattie McCooler of
Hotel Hill, S. C.
In the future we will open ONE HOUR earlier so that our loafers will
have more time to hang around.
Do not forget our special on free straws and water (for drinking purposes)
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You can't win, because we have a monopoly on all college books
and supplies.
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Sister Tigers Down Big Brutes In Bloody Duel On Riggs Playground
Local Star Glows
Now All Know
About Our Bunks

By SCOOP CHAPIN, Editor
Blinks tesd brokan tused roin tyle nople gnox para ednole Suinkx apre ewan treaz ilin monas repain clask trike
homas grenswill truai. Nokski punski towarski mustski
ronski rimpski. Fuang tang esang inang wasang. *%&-'().
Or in other words, APRIL FOOL.

DIS AND DAT FRUM HERE AND DERE
Kue Bley, national fraternity has announced its intention of buying Coach Frank (I don't chew in front of
my wife) Howard. George M'Swillin, president of the
organization, said that Kue Bley was petitioned by Willie,
janitor in the old textile building, who said he was tired
of cleaning up after Howard.
Coach Goat M'Dill says he will vacation next year in
the Rocky Mountains with the rest of the mountain goats.
It is rumored that June (they call me nigger) Leved will
accompany him.
Coach Job Dones, mentor of the golf team, will construct a new golf course of Bowman field. When asked
whether he approved or not, Big Shot Alex Greyhound
said, "Certainly, it'll do us good ot have the traps and
roughs to play soldier in, and besides, it'll be lots of fun
watching the corps trying to march up the hill at retreat.
DORA MY DORA
Miss
Dora
Mae
(sometimes known as George) Fritts
i
will hold classes in crocheting every evening from six to
eight in the football. Miss Fritts, in her talk to the football company, explained, "It's so simple. You just come
in, go out, drop one, perl two, and there, you have a
nice new bed spread." Porky Tamer, Hill Ball, Spanky
Deets, and others have expressed their willingness to
enter such a ' class.
Bunks M'Fotten and Spanky Deets, the long and
short of it on the football company, have gone out for
the high hurdles in track. M'Fotten is expected to step
over the bar while Deets will run under the bar. Both
speedsters should do well, each in bis own way.
Red Harpe, captain of the football team, has resigned from practice and will never again don a football uniform as a Clemson, Said Harpe as the reason for
his resignation, "I worked hard practicing all day and
then had to attend a lecture till midnight every night
and then I didn't get but ten dollars a day and expenses.
It just wasn't paying.
3
HIGHTLIGHTS IN THIS WEEK'S PEEL OF SPORTS I
Bunk MiteFatten, Clempson's Ail-American pig peddler,
has given up his athletic standing to become the world's
foremores model. He is now posing for Walt Dizzy's new
cartoon, "The goal is where you find it."
Last week George Triss received his presidents badge
issued to him at the- last meeting of the "Pooch Club."
He's the world's loudest "barker." .
Coach Frank Hewwood retired from his position as
head coach at Clempson this week because of lack of
work. He expressed a desire for something more strenuous,
such as sitting on the mossy bank of a stream, reeling
in a mess of those oh-so-luscious trout.
«
PORKY
Ray "Porky" Homer has leased a homey little houseon-wheels for week-end trips through the wilds down
behind the Public Utilities building.
Coach Bob Jones is going out fb rthe 1941 rifle team.
He actually shot a score of 1 out of a possible 50 the
other day.
Freddie Kirchner thinks he has invented a new sport
which will sweep the country. It, is called Kro-kay and
the object of this game is to promote a better spirit for
intramural fans.
Shad Brant was installed into the I Tappa Keg fraternity Monday.

A Recommendation
Ofice o the Commandant,
Clemson College,
Clemson, S. C.
Cadet reported: "Chippy" Maness
Reporting oficer: Coach Frank Howard
Charge: Violation of paragraph 1763, section C, of Cadet
Regulations. Stealing the show away from the hole Tiger
team when the gridders played Duke in the practice football
game at Durham, N. C.
Pleadings: Guilty
Findings: Not guilty
Sentence recommended: That Cadet Maness be granted
full leave of absenhe from football practive until September 1, at whirh time he will again take up his duties
with the Tiger team.
Approved—by whole Sports Staff.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND GO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms.

That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
AT

SULLIVA1V
HARDWARE CO.

1 ^1

Anderson, South Carolina

Tigger Skippers
Skip The Waves;
Ex-Lax Repeater

Bunks McCi-abben, he of
ping-pong lame, was yesterday
elected to the all-ccointy pingpong team. This is the first
time a Clemson athlete has ever
even made a team other than
the school team. All school authorities are sure that this
honor to the great player will
help put Clemson cm the map.
Dr.
Bikes, president,
said,
"Heretofore, our great school of
121 1-2 students has been comparatively unknown, but now
that Bunks has been named
on the all-county team, I'm
positive that the whcle county
will now hear about Clemson,
and maybe our enrollment will
jump to the enormous figure of
12.

By SKIPPER CHAPIN, EDITOR
The Clemson sailing trio this
week defeated the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in the six
meter class on Long Island sound.
ClemsonSs entry, "Exlax" rightfully won her name for she passed
•everything. With the skillful hand
of of "Foghorn" Fitzpatrick on
the Tiller, the old "Exlax" crossed
the line of a good seven minutes
before the tech
entry, " Blew
Nose." The course
was a .tough
one, and the boys ran into a. lit:
tle trouble on the leeward leg. Although they-deny it ,it is rumored that a good four of the seven
minutes were picked up through
the use of an
outboard motor
which had been shanghied.
On the winward leg, the boys
broke out the parachute spinneker, which immediately became
fouled on the haylard. "Rock Salt"
Calhoun, who
was tending the
mainsail and jib, had to shinny
up the mast to loose the halyard.
On rounding the third buoy "Rock
Salt*' did not hear the skipper's
cry of "Jibing," and was knocked
j overboard by the swining boom.
Also incluuded in the crew was
i Willie McA^ister assistant bilge
boy.
(The crews next race will be with
| the University of Southern Calii fornia at Clearwater,—Aleatraz.

Some Hunt Eggs
Others Dates
Seabrook Wins
By CHOLLY CHAPIN, Editor
The Clemson cadet corps enjoyed
a lovely Easter egg hunt on Bowman Field last Sunday afternoon.
The hiding of the eggs was in
charge of Dr. Sikes and Colonel
Poole, the co-hosts. Colonel Poole
was attired in a lovely khaki uniform with a new Easter bonnet.
Dr. Sikes wore a charming, grey
tweed and a bright red bonnet.
P. D. Seabrook found the most
eggs and was therefore awarded
the first prize, a big red ball. This
was a very appropriate prize because P. D. has been wanting one
all this year.
All the cadets enjoyed this hunt
so much, it will be an annual event
in the future.

Beagle Bailers
Go To Tourney
On Past Glory

Goofy Golfers
Take Champs In
Simple Stride
Clemson golfers, Puller Davis and
John Christopher, made headlines
for themselves when they defeated Gene Sarazen and Bobby Jones
in a practice game on the Tiger
course here yesterday.
Jones and Sarazen were touring
the Southern States assisting college golfers by giving them inside
information on professional playing. On their arrival at Clemson,
they found the two stars on the
golf course practicing a few difficult shots.
After
introducing
themselves,
they jokingly offered to play the
boys and they accepted. The match
ended with the Tiger lads in the
lead 2 and 1. The only bad breaic
that the professional team had was
they accidentally dropped the ball
into a eight-foot water, that is near
hole 4, and could not finish the
match.

I SAY BUTCH—Two Butches pose for our onthe-spot photographer just before squaring off for

Swimming Pool And Golf Courses
To Be Built With Surplus Funds

The recreational facilities at
Clemson college have, for a long
time, been inadequate for the
growing student body. It has been
the desire of the college for some
time to enlarge these facilities, but
due to financial conditions this
step was impossible.
Now that the college is well on
its feet, and has accumulated quite
a surplus of ready funds, some
$7.26, it is rumored that a program
to this effect is now in progress.
The first project is an outdoor
swimming pool with the Seneca
river as its water supply. The pool
will be large enough to introduce
mass water sports between the
Regiments. In connection with the\
swimming pool there will be a.:
wading pool for the less active students.
Plans are now under way for the
installation of a croquet course on
I AM THROUGH WITH WOMEN
Bowman field. This would be very
Women are the curse of man
beneficial to the core because of
They do you dirt when 'ere they the splendid exercise derived from
can
the game. This would tend to keep
They twist your heart until you that sweet sixteen" figure among
cry
the cadets.
And will haunt you 'till the day you
die.

Editor's Special
Poem Korner

They talk an awful lot and cry,
It seems the tears they never dry
I'm through with, women let me
say
They'll not get me another day.

Tigers To Dine
With Rats After
Wind Contest

Oh Yes, I'm off the dames for
life,
Let some other guy take her for a
It was learned from Coach Frank
wife,
I'm through, washed up. There (Brown Mule's my favorite) Howard
ain't no more,
that it was decided at the last seaSay, who's that blonde who just son's
Clamson-Furman
annual
came in the door.
Thanksgiving classic that in future
games the losing team will be host
to the winners at a steak supiper at
the Poinsett Hotel immediately after the game.
Coach Howard added that all
necessary precautions would be
taken, which included the concentration of the entire police force
By SCOOP DERRICK
Coach "Stone" No-man was well at or near the hotel and the evacpleased today when his tricksteers uation of all other inhabitants 6f
ran over each other in an effort the hotel who entertain the idea
to see which one could run the of self-preservation.
Funny enough, the motivating inhighest or jump the quickest. It is
thought by observers that the rea- terests behind this "friendly gesson for this unusual burst of en- ture" seems to be made up fo
thusiasm was caused by either the representatives from three hospitals
Muscle Brawl or Sprung Fever. five mortuaries, and a considerable
Dr. Milford said that it had to be number of insurance agents who
the first, as Spring Fever always anticipate a heavy pre-supper boom
shortened the wind and left a blue of sales.
spot on the infected parts, but it
cannot be the first as a brawl like
that one would cause anyone to become infected and fevered, even the
best of atheletes can not stand too
much heat and pressure.

Trackers- Step
On Some Heels
No-Man Pleased

Ringster Scotch
Takes ARide; He
Won't Come Back

Tappa Kega Beeer
Taps A Few Sots
Tappa Kega Beer, national guzzelers ■ society, announced this week
that they had chosen three members of the student body as candidates for membership. "Slhupper"
Marshall, Manny "The Slop" Lawton, and "Be?:- Barrel" Eaton were
the well known men chosen.
'Bo-rat" Kolb, the exhulted guzzler, said with enthusiasm: "Hie
. Wesh hope to polish orf at leash
shix barrelisb by spring hollidays,
for an all time high. . . Hie."

a bit of woo. We don't know their names but
their faces look simple.

By J. E. HOOVER CHAPIN,
EDITOR
The lentire student body was
shocked, but not surprised, at the
recent arrest and jailing of Harry
"Scotch"
McKeown,
prominent
senior and president of the CDA
on charges of failure to pay income
tax on the organization's intake of
the year.
I
"Scotch" is being held in the
federal jail at Washington pending
investigation into the records of
the organization where the federal
agents expect to uncover the underlying cause for the nation's present
financial status.

Miniature golf was a great favorite in the sports world a few
years ago, and it is very desirous
that we bring ■ this sport back
Clemson. The question now at
hand is where to locate this proposed course. It has ibeen suggested
that it be placed on the quadrangle between the fourth and fifth
barracks. However this would necessitate the moving of a large
part of the concrete paving now
there, or drilling holes thru it for
the greens. Any suggestions concerning this matter would be
greatly appreciated.
For evening amusement there
will be a caseno placed in the Main
Bldg. where the President's office
is now located. The funds from
this enterprise will be used in the
upkeep of the other projects.
It is believed that the time is
not far hence when the Clemson
student will not have to depend on
his studies to fill his spare time.
In time to come it is probable that
studies may be discontinued altogether.

Hammer To Rain
Over Tete Tete
Porky Hammer, prospective
lieutenant colonel, has been
selected to reign over the entire corpse at a May Day festival, which will be held here
during the middle of April.
It was only after much study
and days of selection that
Hammer was given this coveted role.

Will Wade Swats
The Wrong Pill;
Doc Gives Him Pill

.

Among the unusual hzippenings
of this week was the injury of Bill
Wade, tennis 'captain, from Clinton,
that occurred yesterday afternoon
while practicing near the baseball
diamond.
Wa<de was pratising -with Howard
Burnette when a foul ball from the
ball diamond dropped . into the
court and Wade made a swing to
return the ball to Burnetts and as
he contacted there was a double
crack—his hand and his racket. He
was rushed to the hospital where
his hand could be treated but Dr.
Pilford could not work because of
Wade's continually
complaining
about his racket.
NEW BLADE
Duck corporal E. A. Freeman and
Sophomore private Sam Davis, the
shortest boy in the Tappa
Nu
Keg, local boot-leg club, will issue
a new tinnie Winnie 18 inch blade
this coming fall.
*
NEW SLIP STICK
,Word was received here today
that Keuffel 'and Escree are now
putting out a new model slide rule.
Instead of the 20 different scales
on each end of the rule, they are
placing 220 different curse words.
The addition is made to save brain
work. It is said you can curse for
three minutes and not use
the
same word twice.

Clsmson's great baseball nine,
coached, captained, and just generally run by Candy Handsome, a
fugitive from the great big league
scandal of '32, extended their winning streak to 154 straight games
by virtue <bf yesterday's victory over
the Cincinnati Reds.
The victory over the Redlegs
completed an undefeated, unt;ed
season for the baseballers and gave
them the National League championship and the right to play the
New York Yankees in the World
Series. After such a complete runaway of the National League race,
odds on the Tigers over the Yankess have jumped to 134 1-2 to 3-4.
This was the first season in the
big leagues for the Clemson players, they having been elected to fill
the vacancy left by the shifting of
the Giants to a minor league circuit, and is the first example in
history of a college amateur???
team defeating seasoned veterans
of several seasons.
When asked what he thought of
the prospects for winning the series, coach Handsom answered, "Boy
have I got a good looking girl!"
When approached regarding the
one player most responsible for the
Clemson nine's overwhelming sweep
of the season's play, he modestly
replied, "I was, of course, no one
else even came close to being as
good as I was. I'll bet I bat 1.000
in the series.
(Editor's Note: Coach Handsome was ch2.sed out of the major leagues in 1932 for stealing
bases. He became so bold and
expert at pilfering the' pillows
that he stole 53 before the truant officers caught up with
him).

Rock Hits Bill;
Rock Gets Broke
One of Dr. F. H. Calhoun's rocks
slipped off the table during class
last Wednesday. The "rock'f penetrated through first floor and hit
Bill (I shoot the best grade) Lipincott on the head — the rock was
crushed.

A Few Starred
A Few Did Not
By "Socoop" Derrick
One of the most breath-taking
games ever witnessed was seen bj
60,000 spectators in the moderr.
Clemson College Stadium here yesterday afternoon when the Clemson White Collars, pushed bj
"Hopppie" Cranford and Captfiir.
Llttlejohn, defeated the old Tiger
team by the score of 34-6.????
The White Collars never weakened 'after Bozard blocked a punt
in the early part of the first quarter. Cranford and Littlejohn plaved such an outstanding defensive
game until it looked as though it
were entirely offensive.
- For the five minutes of the game
things were "tit" for "tat", but
Bozard, the 240 lb. giant, broke
through center and blocked a punt
that enabled Wilson to ease off a
pass to that high-stepping Hammond, who easily stepped over the
double space for the initial score
of the game. With this lead the
White Collars went to work and
Cranford intercepted a pass intended for McFadden and outran the
entire Tiger "team for the second
tally.
The Tiger team made their lone
score in the first few minutes of
the last half when Hamer rushed
Wilson, who was^ attempting to
pass to Caughman, arid caused the
"pigskin" to fall in the hairds,_of
none-other than "Bonnie" Bank's^
McFadden who ran under perfect
interference for the score.
The outstanding play of the game
was mad by "Blackdog" McLeod
and Captain Littlejohn; McLeod
broke through center for a twelve
yard dash and as he hit the brick
wall of Timmons and Bryant he
lateralled the ball to
Littlejohn
who sidestepped the two remaining
men to make another tally.
Coach "Frog" Ware was proud of
the way his society team destroyed
the Tiger line. The final touchdown was a series of line plunges
by McLeod and Cranford.
The lineup:
Tigers
White Collars
Caughman
Blalock
RE
Littlejohn "
Co*
RG
Mazo
• RT
Hall
Bozard
C
Sharpe
Wade
LT
Fritts
Dixon
LG
Hamer
Locklair
LE
Hammond
Manning
QB
McFadden
Payne
McLeod
HB
Wilson
Timmons
HB
Bryanc
Cranford
FB
Substitutes: Lee for Hammond
(White Collar) ; Payne for Bryant.
(Tigers) REferees: Sikes , Poole and
Milford.

Girly Shows Be
eatuFred In Show
On Holzy Stage
The cornerstone for the new amphitheater was laid last week. This
lovely new structure, a gift of the
class of 15, will be dedicated to
the enjoyment and entertainment
of the entire corps. P. B. Holzenduff will have charge of presenting
programs every Saturday night.
Said Mr. Holzenduff,
"We are planning to have burlesk shows every week and amateur
night every third week. Some of
the best and wildest girly shows
have been signed up for the purpose of releaving
the
students
minds from the hurly burly and
the strain of study."
The faculty is also planning to
present various shows. The English department will present that
great epic of literature "Panties Inferno." The
chemistry
department will next present "Tease for
Two", to be followed by "Mind Over
Mattress".

Terriffic Bout
Set For GYM
On the night of April 1, a big
15 round boxing match is scheduled
to take place in the Clemson field
house between Jim "I'm a Killer"
Kelly and Nyle "He can't lick me"
Jackson. This bout is tuned up to
be one of the biggest sport events
of the present school term, and
a good crowd is expected to turn
out. This clash has been long
awaited by the "grudge fight"
boys of the Architect department
and the winner in this match will
be ceeded a berth on the college
varsity boxing team.

"Riflemen Will
Move On Roosia,"
Says Corp. Sims
In a recent statement to a
Tiger special correspondent,
Corporal Sims, army officer in
charge of the rifle team, announced that the sharpshooters
would volunteer their aid to
Finland. Said Corporal Sims,
"The Finns' worries are no
more. We'll slay them Roossians. Charlie Crumbley, coach
of the team, added, "It doesn't
matter that the war is over.
We'll start the fighting off
again. After all, we haven't
won a match this year and it
doesn't matter whether we get
back or not.

BY THE STILL IN THE NIGHT—Ivan Sippin that it is just a past time with him. His professcotch, of the highland Sippinscotch.es, pases by his
sion is heckling sophomores.
outfit somewhere near Highlands. Sir Ivan says
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Tiger Alumni Do Important Things—The Tiger Writes About It
Keeping Tab On
Our Graduates
With The Editor

WIXTHROP RAG STOOGES—Here they are ladies and gents, the only ones in captivation (ain't
they cute), the staff of the Winthrop World
Almanac. Left to right, duck row: meadors funn,
cully the mob are seen stooge Richardson, thelma
fickle, sook bigjack, peg billiams, crows nest, and

former stooge sarranna rosebud (now drawing unemployment compensation) . . . unidentifiable
are the editors of the rag ... rat beethooven
chapin (of the tiger) mascot of the group was
detained in his home ec class when the picture
was made.

Charlie Chase
I Caught In Noose
By Alert Flatfoot

OUR CANDID
as he peacefully
the date of this
Muscle ball. Ed
were the factors
before.

CAMERA—Catches tripple threat Wham Owems
slumbered through a 6:30 reeille. We can't give
picture, but i was made the morning after the
Note: the clean shave and well groomed hair
which were responsible for his late the night
—

When in Rock HiU you can always find rooms with
MRS. T. T. TRCESDALE
Telephone 815-W

434 Park Avenue

Three doors from the West Gate of College on the left.

Number 4366221, Class of '22, is
taking a postgraduate course at
Levenworth. He will be in the class
of 1978. When asked by the TIGER
reporter if 4356221 were his real
name, he replied, "Naw, dat's me
pen name."
I Doolittle, clas of 39', is now in
the hospital. Doolittle, an executive of the W. P. A. since his graduation, is suing the Government
for compensation. He fell off his
shovel.
Ticker Tape, Class of 34', is now
holder of a seat on the stock market. When asked by the reporter
what is good in the way of stocks,
he replied, "Hold American Key
Hole for a new peek."
Never Wright, Class of 27', is now
working for the weather bureau.
When asked the weather conditions, he replied, "Fair today, but
Tomale."
Pill Pusher, Class of 35', has
just graduated from Charleston
Medical school. When asked conditions in the medical world, he replied, "Things are simply abdomanal."
I. Graft, Class-of 08,' has announced that his hat is in the
ring for the forthcoming senatorial elections.
When asked on
what platform he would base his
campaign,
he replied,
"What
America needs is a good five cent
nickel.
Author Williams, class of 40, has
been appointed sports editor of the
Lexington Dispatch. He came into
the limelight a few^weeks ago when
he discovered that baseiball was
first mentioned in the bible when
Rebecca went to the well with a
pitcher.
Ima Flatfoot, class of 19! is now
a sergeant on the police force. He
was recently decorated for £he
best radio program on the radio
patrol. It was he who sent out the
call, "Calling all cars! May West
standing on corner with hat on.
That is all!"
G. R. Raffie, Class 35, is now
associated with Ringling's circus.
When asked if the circus would
come to Clemson, Raffie replied,
"Unfortunately no, we fed the elephants coffee, and they ate the
grounds."
I likkathe Boots, gaduate of the
electrical engineering
class of
1916, has recently changed his address from the Atlanta federal
institute, to the Federal pen, Alcatraz, where he will take a course
in applied electricity. Boots is using the pen name 23096897639-3X
while at Alcatraz. Ex-classmates
say that they doubt that he will
ever survie his current electricity
experiment.
The Class of '41 will construct a
momuent to "vip" and "Catsup,"
P. C. Cothran, class president announced today. A definite location
has not been decided. The contract has been let toHhe Davis &
Ginn Construction Company.

Dr. Charlie Chase Fakes, nationally unknown economist, was
taken in charge this week by
agents of the FBI. The nature of
the charge was not revealed. Dr.
Fakes was removed to Six Mile jail
pending a complete investigation
by Federal agents.
The news of Dr. Fakes' arrest
spread rapidly and he was removed
from the vicinity of Clemson only
with the greatest difficulty when a
large crowd gathered. It is understood that a long hempen rope
was in the possession of the mob.
Dr. Fakes remained calm through
the whole ordeal. With a howling
mob at his heels Dr. Fakes curled
his moustache into a pleasant
smile and said, "No doubt some of
my moronic, but otherwise brilliant students are the perpretrators
of this gross injustice."
Dr. Fakes is well known for his
financial
manipulations.
Some
weeks ago he attracted attention
with hrs plan for erasing the national debt. Said Dr. Fakes, "My
scheme was so simple that it failed
for that reason. It did not appeal
to the complexities of the minds
of the legislators. I believe that we
should simply forget the national
debt. If this policy is followed we
will never he troubled with a debt
again . . ."
Edgar Joe Peever, head of the
FBI, issued the following statement on the Fakes case late this
afternoon. "The possible charges
against Dr. Fakes total a possible
hoosegow detention of approximately 539 1-4 years. The income
H. B. Malone '35 has been transtax charge has possibilities, but ferred from Ciba Company's New
then so does the illegal spitting York offices to the Charlotte ofon the sidewalk charge."
fice.

NECKTIE PARTY—Following his cry, 'give me liberty or give
me death," Just Purgme Yonce gets the latter. Here are two
thrilling scenes from the first strining-up party of the camr/us
in the last century. Left, the Prisoner makes things right. Right,
at

the army makes things right. Conductors of the party were Billy
VanWipe and his newly organized band of KKKers. The hoods
were taken off especially for these life shots.

%

DEMONSTRATED LECTURE—Crawford Lawton Grand Mizer
the campus Sots organization, here demonsrates a vital point in
the popular series of lessons in how to get a later-date which his
organization is teaching. Lawton here demonstrates with one of
his followers from Sandy Flate. The hole corps is waiting for
the lecture to end so that hey can get a late-date with the
Sandy-Flaters.
-

. JHy^llj SPALGHTER — Slapghter is in order this month as
the Red army of Stanley Mall Worthsik and Nutzee black shirts
of Ham Suntstein clash on Hotel hill in the annual Spring Manners slaughter. The slaughter of the Red has reached the million
mark and the Nutzees are reported to have lost 826,109,321.1
men. The above causallys could not be identifies, but they must
be some of the frozen reds.

GUARANTEED
WATCH AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING
J

He Prowls For Late Date

FEINSTEIN'S WATCH
SHOP
CLEMSON, S. C.

TIGER SERVICE STATION
Texas Gas & Oil
Tires—Tubes—Batteries
Cold Drinks—Tobaccos
I. FEINSTKN, Manager

Clemson's 2,215 Cadets Cut A Clean Figure

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO
V]

The Clemson College Laundry
BETTE DAVIS

PILFORD'S PILLERY
MEDICINE FOR
THE
MASSES

DYNAMITE
A
SPECIALTY

Try Our Cold Remedy—Also good for Sciatica,
Rheumatism, Goiter and many other allied and associated diseases.

Today's outstanding star,
toon to appear in Warner
Bros. ALL THIS AND
HEAVEN TOO, has won
the Redbook Award for
Distinguished Contribution to Motion Picture Art.

CHESTERFIELD
is outstanding as today's
Cooler-Smoking, BetterTasting, Definitely Milder
cigarette.

-FONE 8910Quick—Sure Deliveries

Chesterfield is today's
Definitely Milder... Cooler-Smoking
Better-Tasting Cigarette
lhousands of new smokers
every day are turning by choice to
Chesterfields because they find everything they want in this completely pleasing and satisfying cigarette.
Ihe makers of Chesterfield
..eepfar in front with every known
means of improving their product.
You can't buy a better cigarette.

DID YOU KNOW OR HAVE
YOU HEARD?
If I haven't got it, I have a friend who can
get it, if the price is good enough.
This week we are featuring the latest ensemble worn by the Briahopper Boys in their
new picture. This ensemble is also featured
in ENTIRE, the men's mag. Your credit is
good while our small supply lasts.

hesterfi

Beginning tomorrow the store will close at
noon so I will have more time to play pingpong and stuff.

HOOK SLOAN
"SOME WHERE IN CLEMSON"

Copyright 1940.
LIGGETT & MYERS
TOBACCO CO,

